We derive two Gordan-Capelli series for the supersymmetric algebra of the tensor product of two Z2-graded K-vector spaces U and V, being K a field of characteristic zero. These expansions yield complete decompositions of the supersymmetric algebra regarded as a pl(U)-and a pl(V)-module, where pl(U) and pl(V) are the general linear Lie superalgebras of U and V, respectively. Given p distinct symbols al,..., ap, the diagram (cWi, c02, . .p) such that wi = a~i will be denoted by Coder(X; {ai}); similarly we write Der(X; {bj}) for the conjugate diagram of Coder(i; {bi}).
logs of the Gordan-Capelli expansion (12) . These bases give rise to two series of irreducible submodules that generalize the classical constructions of Schur (13) and Weyl (14) .
Our approach is based on the embedding of the superalge- 
Superalgebras and Polarization Operators
A virtual Z2-graded set is a set E, together with two mutually disjoint subsets E+ and E-such that E+ U E-= E, with E+, E-numerable sets.
Let Mon(E) be the free monoid generated by the set E. The elements of Mon(E) are said words. If o E= Mon(E), then (A) = x1x2 ... x,,, with xi E E and the ith entry of the word o is the element xi. The Der(X; {b1, b2, b3}) = blb2b3
Let K be an arbitrary field of characteristic zero that will remain fixed throughout this paper. The supersymmetric algebra Super[E] is the free Z2-graded commutative K-algebra generated by E-that is, the quotient algebra of the semigroup K-algebra of Mon(E) with respect to the ideal J generated by the elements uv -(-1)IulIvIvu, u, v E Mon(E). 
for every x E X, t E Y.
The K-algebras generated by letter polarization operators and by place polarization operators will be denoted by 6 and E, respectively, and turn out to be superalgebras (page 10 of ref. 15) .
In the following, we are mainly concerned with the a- An element Dxi,,j E8 a(yhY, E8 O) such that xi, xj E L (Yh, k E8 P) is called an L-letter (P-place) polarization operator.
In the sequel, for every n E8-N, we denote by SuperjLiPl the n-homogeneous component of Super[LiP] generated by the elements a E Mon((L x P)), length(a) = n.
Writing @(L) and 62(P) for the K-algebras generated by Lletter and P-place polarization operators, respectively, Su- 
Biproducts and Bitableaux
The notions of biproduct and bitableau below have been introduced by Rota where a,, a2, ..., ap, A3i, P2, . . ., 3p are distinct virtual negative symbols and the coparity (w) of a word co is set to be o if the number of its positive entries is even and 1 otherwise.
The good behavior of polarization operators on bitableaux and *-bitableaux follows from their presentation as signed products of biproducts and *-biproducts, respectively.
Left and Right Symmetrized Bitableaux
Let X = (X1, X2,. . ., Xp) be a shape. In the following we will consider diagrams of the form Coder(X; {ai}) and Der(X; (ail); we write Coder+(X; {ai}) and Der+(,; {ai}) (Coder-(X; {ai}) and Der-(X; {ai})) to mean that all the entries in the diagrams are positive (negative) symbols.
We Let CL and -<p be arbitrary linear orders on L and P, respectively, that will remain fixed from here on.
Let S = (W1, W2, . . ., wp) be a Young diagram on the Z2-graded set L (or P) and let S = (&1, e02, . . ., i&q) be the conjugate diagram. Following Rota and Stein (3), the Young diagram S is said to be standard when, for each of the words,
the following conditions are met:
(i) if x; EE L+ (xj E P+), then xj -s xj+,; (ii) if x; E L (xj E P-), then xj < xj,+; (iii) if yj E L+ (yj E P+), then yj < Yj+i; (iv) if yj E L (yj E P-), then yj s Yj+i.
Let s and t be nonnegative integers. Following Berele and Regev (9) ?kEH(L)nH(P) T standard A n sh(T)=
